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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention pertains generally to sys-
tems for deflecting a distal portion of a cryo-catheter while
the distal portion is positioned within a body conduit. More
particularly, the present invention pertains to an active
system for deflecting the distal portion of a catheter into
a hoop configuration.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Atrial fibrillation is an irregular heart rhythm that
adversely affects approximately 2.5 million people in the
United States. It is believed that at least one-third of all
atrial fibrillation originates near the ostium of the pulmo-
nary veins. Anatomically, two pairs of pulmonary veins
are connected to the left atrium of the heart with each
pair delivering blood to the heart from one of the patient’s
lungs.
[0003] It is further believed that the optimal technique
to treat atrial fibrillation is to create circumferential lesions
around the ostia where a pulmonary vein connects with
the left atrium. More specifically, the goal is to ablate
tissue to form a conduction block to thereby prohibit the
transmission of irregular electrical signals that can cause
an arrhythmia. To be effective, the conduction block must
completely block irregular signals and this often requires
the ablation of a relatively deep, uniform lesion.
[0004] Heretofore, due to the relatively large diameters
of these ostia, cryoablation procedures have typically
been accomplished using multiple, successive contacts
between a cryo-element and the tissue around the pe-
riphery of an ostium. More specifically, these procedures
have required the cryo-element to be successively
moved around the ostia to create a patchwork array of
ablations. This often results in a non-uniform circumfer-
ential ablation that fails to form an adequate conduction
block. Moreover, these multiple contact procedures tend
to be complicated, time consuming, difficult to perform,
and generally unreliable.
[0005] To simplify and quicken the procedure and pro-
duce a more uniform lesion, it is desirable to make cir-
cumferentially shaped lesions, either in a single contact
or with as few contacts as possible. This, in turn, implies
the use of a hoop shaped or partially hoop shaped con-
tacting element. One approach to establishing a hoop
shaped lesion is to use a so-called "passive" contacting
element. In greater detail, this generally involves pre-
forming a contacting element in a curved or hoop shape.
The passive contacting element is then deformed into a
straight configuration and passed through a guiding tube
to reach the treatment site. At the site, the contacting
element is emitted from the distal end of the guiding tube
where it relaxes into its preformed shape.
[0006] Unfortunately, passive contact elements have
several drawbacks. For one, it can be somewhat difficult

to guide the deformed element through the tortuous vas-
culature, due in part to the resistance presented by the
deformed contact element in the guide tube. In addition,
the size (i.e. radius) of the hoop generated using a pas-
sive contact element is typically not adjustable in situ.
This later drawback can be significant, for example, when
more than one lesion is needed and different hoop sizes
are required for each lesion.
[0007] In light of the above, it is an object of the present
invention to provide systems suitable for the purposes of
cryoablating substantially circumferential ablations of in-
ternal tissue, while minimizing the number of tissue-cryo-
element contacts. It is another object of the present in-
vention to provide systems for actively forming a hoop
shaped contact element in a body conduit. It is yet an-
other object of the present invention to provide systems
for cryoablating internal target tissue that can be per-
formed quickly and are relatively reliable.
[0008] European Patent Application Publication No.
EP 0 790 066 discloses a steerable catheter.
[0009] United States Patent No. 5,322,06 discloses a
torquable catheter and method.
[0010] United States Patent No. 5,299,562 discloses
an endoscope having a controllable distal end piece.
[0011] International Patent Application Publication No.
WO 99/11313 discloses a flexible tube with circular
grooves of varying width and depth.
[0012] WO 2004/045672 discloses a deflectable tip
guiding device, such as a catheter, that enables a phy-
sician, or other health care personnel, to vary the radius
of curvature of the tip of the device. In one embodiment,
a guiding device includes an elongate body and a de-
flectable distal tip. An elongate stiffener tube is coupled
to the body for longitudinal movement relative thereto
and has a distal end spaced a variable distance from the
distal end of the tip, thereby serving as a fulcrum for the
tip.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0013] The present invention is directed to an active
system for deflecting a distal portion of a cryo-catheter
into a hoop configuration. Corresponding methods of
preparation and use are also included as examples, but
are not a part of the invention. For the invention, the distal
portion of the flexible catheter can be actively reconfig-
ured inside a body conduit from a substantially straight,
tubular shape to a hoop configuration in response to the
proximal movement of a single deflection wire.
[0014] In greater structural detail, the system includes
an elongated catheter body having a proximal portion
and a distal portion that is formed with a lumen. For the
system, a thin-walled tube, which is typically made of a
metallic material, is positioned in the lumen of the distal
portion. Specifically, the tube includes a cylindrical wall
that defines a tube axis and it includes a plurality of slits
that are typically formed in the tube wall by a laser cutting
process.
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[0015] The tube in the distal portion of the catheter
body is formed with a plurality of first slits. These first slits
are cut through the tube wall, and are oriented in respec-
tive planes that are substantially perpendicular to the
tube axis. Each first slit extends azimuthally in an arc
partway around the axis and each slit has a center. Also,
all of the first slits have a substantially same arc length.
Further, the respective centers of these first slits are
aligned with each other in a first centerline that is oriented
substantially parallel to the tube axis. The tube is also
formed with a plurality of second slits. In all important
respects, these second slits are like the first slits. Spe-
cifically, the second slits establish a second centerline
that is also substantially parallel to the tube axis. Typi-
cally, however, the second slits are cut into the tube wall
such that the second centerline is diametrically opposed
to the first centerline. With this arrangement of first and
second slits, the tube can be transformed between a first,
relaxed configuration wherein the tube is substantially
cylindrical shaped, and a second, deflected configuration
wherein the tube is substantially hoop shaped.
[0016] Also for the deflecting system, the distal end of
a deflection wire is attached to the distal end of the tube.
The wire then extends from the distal end of the tube,
and through the catheter tube to a catheter handle. In
one embodiment, the catheter handle includes a handle
housing and reel that is attached to the handle housing.
With this attachment, the reel is allowed to rotate about
an axis of rotation relative to the housing. For this em-
bodiment, the proximal end of the deflection wire is at-
tached to the reel at a radial distance from the axis of
rotation. With this cooperation of structure, the reel can
be rotated relative to the handle housing to axially retract
the deflection wire and thereby transform the tube from
the first configuration to the second configuration, where-
in the distal portion of the catheter is reshaped into a
hoop configuration.
[0017] The invention of the deflection system, compris-
es a guiding mechanism to maintain the deflection wire
adjacent to the inner wall of the tube during a deflection
of the tube. This guiding mechanism can include a plu-
rality of indentations that are formed in the tube to hold
the deflection wire against the inner wall while allowing
the deflection wire to pass freely through each indenta-
tion. Specifically, each indentation is formed from a por-
tion of the tube wall that is located between a pair of
axially adjacent slits in the wall. More specifically, each
indentation protrudes radially inward toward the center
of the tube to form a passageway that can be used to
thread the deflection wire through the indentation. As in-
tended for the present invention, a plurality of such in-
dentations can be formed in an axial direction along the
tube to concertedly hold the deflection wire.
[0018] For some applications, in addition to creating a
planar hoop in the distal portion of the catheter as dis-
cussed above, the catheter can also use the proximal
portion for creating a gentle curve that will move the hoop
relative to the longitudinal axis of the catheter. For this

purpose, a tube with slits is also provided. The centerlines
for slits of the proximal section, however, are azimuthally
displaced from the centerlines of distal section slits by
approximately ninety degrees. Further, if desired, the de-
flection system can also incorporate a bi-directional sec-
tion that is positioned proximal to the laser cut tube. In
one embodiment, a second laser cut tube is used in the
bi-directional section that can be activated by two bi-di-
rectional pull wires that are manipulated at the catheter
handle.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019] The novel features of this invention, as well as
the invention itself, both as to its structure and its oper-
ation, will be best understood from the accompanying
drawings, taken in conjunction with the accompanying
description, in which similar reference characters refer
to similar parts, and in which:

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a cryo-catheter having
a bi-directional control system and a system for de-
flecting a section of the cryo-catheter into a hoop
configuration;
Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a distal portion of the
cryo-catheter, shown with the flexible catheter jacket
removed to reveal the internal structure of the cath-
eter;
Fig. 3 is an enlarged, perspective view of the distal
tip of the cryo-catheter;
Fig. 4 is an enlarged, perspective view of the junction
between the distal tube and the proximal tube of the
catheter;
Fig. 5 is a cross-sectional view as seen along line
5-5 in Fig. 1, showing the distal portion of the cryo-
catheter in a relaxed, undeflected state;
Fig. 6 is an enlarged, perspective view of a sheath
spring;
Fig. 7 is an exploded, perspective view of the cath-
eter handle shown in Fig. 1;
Fig. 8 is an enlarged, perspective view showing a
section through the distal tube to illustrate an inden-
tation for guiding a deflection wire;
Figs. 9A-E are a series of perspective views showing
a distal portion of the cryo-catheter in various states
of deflection;
Fig. 10 is an enlarged, perspective view of the prox-
imal end of the proximal tube; and
Figs. 11A-E are a series of top plan views of the
catheter handle (with the handle top removed) show-
ing the bi-directional section of the catheter in various
states of deflection.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0020] Referring initially to Fig. 1, a cryo-catheter for
cryoablating a lesion in a body conduit of a patient is
shown and generally designated 20. As indicated in Fig.
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1, the cryo-catheter 20 can be manipulated into different
configurations and orientations. To do this, the cryo-cath-
eter 20 includes a system for deflecting a section 22 of
the cryo-catheter 20 into a hoop configuration, as shown.
It also includes a bi-directional control system for deflect-
ing a section 24 of the cryo-catheter 20 in both a first
direction and a second direction that is substantially co-
planar and opposite the first direction. Fig. 1 further
shows that the cryo-catheter 20 includes an elongated
catheter body 26 that extends distally from a catheter
handle 28. Although these deflecting systems are shown
and disclosed herein as being part of a cryo-catheter 20,
those skilled in the pertinent art will appreciate that these
systems can be used as well in other types of catheters
where bi-directional control or an actively produced hoop
shaped configuration are desirable.
[0021] Referring now to Fig. 2, a distal portion of the
cryo-catheter 20, generally designated 30, is shown with
the outer catheter body 26 removed to reveal internal
components. As shown, the cryo-catheter 20 includes a
distal tube 34 having a proximal end 36 and a distal end
38, a proximal tube 40 having a proximal end 42 and a
distal end 44, and a cryo-tip 46 that is mounted on the
distal tube 34 at its distal end 38. For the embodiment
shown, the cryo-catheter 20 also includes three EKG
band electrodes 48a-c. Fig. 2 further shows that the distal
tube 34 includes two distinct sections 50, 52, with section
50 extending from the proximal end 36 of the distal tube
34 to a section distal end 54 and section 52 extending
from the distal end 54 of section 50 to the distal end 38
of the distal tube 34.
[0022] Cross-referencing Figs. 2 and 3, it can be seen
that the distal tube 34 has a wall 56 and defines a tube
axis 58. Section 52 of the distal tube 34 further includes
a plurality of first slits, of which exemplary first slits 60a,b
have been labeled, which are cut through the wall 56 and
oriented in respective planes that are substantially per-
pendicular to the tube axis 58. As further shown, each
first slit 60a,b extends azimuthally in an arc partway
around the axis 58 and each has a center and a substan-
tially same arc length, which is typically slightly greater
than one-hundred eighty degrees. Further, it can be seen
that the respective centers of these first slits 60 are
aligned with each other in a first centerline that is oriented
substantially parallel to the tube axis 58. For the embod-
iment shown, section 52 of the distal tube 34 is also
formed with a plurality of second slits, of which exemplary
second slits 62a,b have been labeled, and which, like the
first slits 60a,b, establish a second centerline that is sub-
stantially parallel to the tube axis 58. Typically, the sec-
ond slits 62a,b are cut into the tube wall 56 such that the
second centerline is diametrically opposed to the first
centerline (i.e. located one-hundred eighty degrees
around the circumference of the distal tube 34 from the
first centerline). With this arrangement of first slits 60 and
second slits 62, the section 52 of the distal tube 34 can
be transformed between a first, relaxed configuration
wherein section 52 is substantially cylindrical shaped (as

shown in Figs. 2 and 3) and a second, deflected config-
uration wherein section 52 of the distal tube 34 is sub-
stantially hoop shaped (hoop shown in Fig. 1). For the
cryo-catheter 20, the distal tube 34 is typically made of
a thin walled stainless steel material (e.g. 304 alloy) that
has been cut with a laser to form the slits 60, 62 described
above. A more detailed description of the tube 34 can be
found in co-pending, co-owned U.S. Patent Application
No. 10/774,665, filed February 9, 2004.
[0023] Continuing with Figs. 2 and 3, the wall 56 of the
distal tube 34 within the section 50 is formed with a plu-
rality of first slits 64 and a plurality of second slits 66 which
are cut through the wall 56 and oriented in respective
planes that are substantially perpendicular to the tube
axis 58. As further shown, each slit 64, 66 extends azi-
muthally in an arc partway around the tube axis 58 and
each has a center and a substantially same arc length,
which is typically slightly greater than one-hundred eighty
degrees. Further, the respective centers of the first slits
64 are aligned with each other in a first centerline, the
respective centers of the second slits 66 are aligned with
each other in a second centerline and both first and sec-
ond centerlines are oriented substantially parallel to the
tube axis 58. For the section 50, the second centerline
is diametrically opposed to the first centerline.
[0024] Fig. 2 further shows that the first slits 64 of sec-
tion 50 are azimuthally displaced from the first slits 60 of
section 52 by approximately ninety degrees. Thus, the
first centerline of section 50 is azimuthally displaced from
the first centerline of section 52 by approximately ninety
degrees. Similarly, the second slits 66 of section 50 are
azimuthally displaced from the second slits 62 of section
52 by approximately ninety degrees. With this arrange-
ment of first slits 64 and second slits 66, the section 50
of the distal tube 34 can be transformed between a first,
relaxed configuration wherein section 50 is substantially
cylindrical shaped (as shown in Figs. 2 and 3) and a sec-
ond, deflected configuration wherein section 50 of the
distal tube 34 is curved to establish a transition section
between the hoop and the bi-directional section (see Fig.
1).
[0025] Fig. 2 also shows that the proximal tube 40 has
a wall 68 and for the cryo-catheter 20, the proximal tube
40 is centered along the tube axis 58. Cross-referencing
Figs. 2 and 4 it can be seen that the wall 68 of the proximal
tube 40 is formed with a plurality of first slits 70 and a
plurality of second slits 72 which are cut through the wall
68 and oriented in respective planes that are substantially
perpendicular to the tube axis 58. As further shown, each
slit 70, 72 extends azimuthally in an arc partway around
the tube axis 58 and each has a center and a substantially
same arc length, which is typically slightly greater than
one-hundred eighty degrees. Further, the respective
centers of the first slits 70 are aligned with each other in
a first centerline, the respective centers of the second
slits 72 are aligned with each other in a second centerline
and both first and second centerlines are oriented sub-
stantially parallel to the tube axis 58. For the proximal
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tube 40, the second centerline is diametrically opposed
to the first centerline.
[0026] Continuing with cross-reference to Figs. 2 and
4, it can be seen that the distal end 44 of the proximal
tube 40 is attached to the proximal end 36 of the distal
tube 34. As shown, the proximal tube 40 has a diameter
that is slightly smaller than the diameter of the distal tube
34 allowing the distal end 44 of the proximal tube 40 to
be inserted into the proximal end 36 of the distal tube 34
and attached thereto. Typically, the tubes 34, 40 are
welded or bonded together. Figs. 2 and 4 also show that
the tube 34 is attached to the tube 40 with the centerline
of the first slits 70 aligned with the center line of the first
slits 64 of section 50 of the distal tube 34. Similarly, it can
be seen that the tube 34 is attached to the tube 40 with
the centerline of the second slits 72 aligned with the cent-
er line of the second slits 66 of section 50 of the distal
tube 34.
[0027] Cross-referencing Fig. 1 with Fig. 3, it can be
appreciated that the distal tube 34, proximal tube 40 and
the proximal portion of the cryo-tip 46 are all disposed in
the lumen 74 (see Fig. 5) of the distal portion of the cath-
eter body 26. For the cryo-catheter 20, the distal portion
of the catheter body 26 is made of a flexible, polymeric
material which is bonded to the cryo-tip 46. On the other
hand, the proximal portion of the catheter body 26 which
extends from the handle 28 to the distal portion of the
catheter body 26 is typically made of a polymeric material
which is more rigid than the distal portion of the catheter
body 26. For some implementations, the catheter body
26 within the hoop section 22 is made of a polymeric
material filled with a conductive material to enhance the
conductivity of the catheter body 26 in the hoop section
22. For example, the composite material typically in-
cludes between approximately ten weight percent and
thirty weight percent (10 wt. % - 30 wt. %) of filler material
with the balance being polymeric matrix material. Suita-
ble filler materials can include, but are not limited to, met-
als, metal alloys, ceramics, carbon and combinations
thereof.
[0028] To deflect the section 22 (see Fig. 1) into a hoop
shaped configuration, the cryo-catheter 20 includes a de-
flection wire 76 (see Fig. 5) having a distal end 78 that
is attached to the distal end 38 of the distal tube 34, as
shown in Fig 3. For some embodiments (not shown), the
distal end 78 of the deflection wire 76 is attached to the
cryo-tip 46 instead of the distal end 38 of the distal tube
34. As further shown in Fig. 3, the attachment can be
accomplished by indenting a portion of the distal tube 34
to create a nest between two axially adjacent slits 60 and
then bonding or welding the wire 76 to the nest. As best
appreciated with cross-reference to Figs. 3 and 4, a cen-
tral portion of the wire 76 is located within a sheath spring
80 (see also Fig. 6) having a distal end 82 which is at-
tached to the proximal tube 40 near its distal end 44. As
further shown in Fig. 4, the attachment is accomplished
by indenting a portion of the proximal tube 40 and then
bonding or welding the sheath spring 80 to the indented

portion of the proximal tube 40.
[0029] From their respective distal ends 78, 82, the
wire 76 and sheath spring 80 pass through the tubes 34,
40 and through the catheter body 26 (see also Fig. 5) to
the handle 28 (see Figs. 1 and 7). As shown in Fig. 7,
the handle 28 includes a handle housing 84 having a
handle top 86 and handle bottom 88. A generally disk
shaped hoop reel 90 is positioned in and attached to the
handle housing 84 to allow the hoop reel 90 to rotate
about a rotation axis 92 relative to the housing 84. Al-
though not shown, it is intended that the proximal end of
the wire 76 will be partially wound around the hoop reel
90 and attached thereto using the attachment screws
94a,b. As shown, the screws 94a,b are located at a radial
distance from the rotation axis 92. Also, the proximal end
of the sheath spring 80 is attached to a ferrule (not shown)
which is then fixedly attached to the handle top 86. With
the above-described cooperation of structure, the hoop
reel 90 can be rotated relative to the handle housing 84
to axially retract the deflection wire 76 and transform the
distal tube 34.
[0030] Continuing with Fig. 7, it can be seen that the
handle 28 includes a user operable knob 96, a friction
washer 98 and a cosmetic cover 100 that are each po-
sitioned outside the handle housing 84 and centered on
the rotation axis 92. As shown, the friction washer 98 is
interposed between the handle top 86 and the knob 96.
A screw (not shown) is provided to clamp the knob 96
toward the hoop reel 90 at a preselected clamping pres-
sure. As a consequence, the friction washer 98 and the
wall of the handle top 86 are sandwiched between the
knob 96 and reel 90. With this structural arrangement,
the user operable knob 96 can be rotated to selectively
pull or release the deflection wire 76 (see Fig. 3), while
the friction washer 98 holds the knob 96 in place after a
preselected rotation. This allows the operator to release
the knob 96 while maintaining a preselected deflection
in the section 22 (see Fig. 1).
[0031] Referring now to Fig. 8, it can be seen that within
the distal tube 34, a guiding mechanism is provided to
maintain the deflection wire 76 along the inner wall 102
of the distal tube 34 during axial retraction of the deflec-
tion wire 76. Specifically, as illustrated in Fig. 8, a plurality
of indentations, such as indentation 104 shown, can be
formed in the laser cut distal tube 34 to establish the
guiding mechanism. Specifically, as shown, each inden-
tation 104 can be formed in the wall 56 between a pair
of axially adjacent slits, such as first slits 60c and 60d.
Also shown, each indentation 104 forms a passageway
that can be used to thread the deflection wire 76 though
the indentation 104 to allow axial movement of the wire
76 relative to the indentation 104. In a typical embodiment
of the cryo-catheter 20, approximately 5-15 axially
spaced indentations 104 are used to maintain the deflec-
tion wire 76 along the inner wall 102 of the distal tube 34.
[0032] The deflection of section 22 of the cryo-catheter
20 can best be appreciated with initial reference to Fig.
9A which shows the hoop section 22, bi-directional sec-
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tion 24 and transition section 106, all in a relaxed, unde-
flected state. Fig. 9B shows the cryo-catheter 20 after an
initial retraction of the deflection wire 76. Comparing Fig.
9B with Fig. 9A, it can be seen that the initial retraction
of the deflection wire 76 imparts a curvature to the hoop
section 22 and the transition section 106. As shown in
Fig. 9C, further retraction of the deflection wire 76 con-
figures section 22 of the cryo-catheter 20 into a planar,
hoop shaped configuration and imparts a curvature to
the transition section 106. As best seen in Fig. 9C, the
transition section 106 and the hoop section 22 deflect in
different planes.
[0033] To deflect the bi-directional section 24 (see Fig.
1), the cryo-catheter 20 includes pull wires 108, 110 hav-
ing respective distal ends 112, 114 that are each attached
to the proximal tube 40 near the distal end 44 of the prox-
imal tube 40, as shown in Fig 4. As further shown, the
attachment points are located approximately one hun-
dred eighty degrees apart around the circumference of
the proximal tube 40. Also shown in Fig. 4, the attachment
is accomplished by indenting a portion of the proximal
tube 40 to create a nest between two axially adjacent
slits and then bonding or welding the pull wires 108, 110
to the nest. As best appreciated with cross-reference to
Figs. 4 and 10, a central portion of each pull wire 108,
110 is located within a respective sheath spring 116, 118
(see also Fig. 6) having a respective distal end 120, 122
which is attached to the proximal tube 40 near its proximal
end 42. As further shown in Fig. 10, the attachment is
accomplished by indenting portions of the proximal tube
40 and then bonding or welding the respective sheath
springs 116, 118 to the indented portion of the proximal
tube 40. Note also from Fig. 10 that a portion of the prox-
imal tube 40 distal to the nest can be slightly indented to
form a distal abutment 124 for the sheath spring 118. For
simplicity, sheath springs 80, 116 and 118 have been
shown as simple tubes in Figs. 4 and 10 and the actual
helical structure of an exemplary sheath spring 80 is
shown in Fig. 6.
[0034] From their respective distal ends 112, 114, 120,
122, the pull wires 108, 110 and sheath springs 116, 118
pass through the proximal tube 40 and through the cath-
eter body 26 (see also Fig. 5) to the handle 28 (see Figs.
1 and 7). A guiding mechanism can be provided to main-
tain each pull wire 108, 110 along the inner wall of the
proximal tube 40 during an axial retraction of one of the
pull wires 108, 110. Specifically, the guiding mechanism
can be similar to the guiding mechanism described above
for guiding the deflection wire 76 within the distal tube
34, as illustrated in Fig. 8. More specifically, a plurality
of indentations can be formed in the laser cut proximal
tube 40 to establish the guiding mechanism.
[0035] As shown in Fig. 7, the handle 28 includes a
clockwise (CW) reel 126 and a counter-clockwise (CCW)
reel 128 that are positioned in and attached to the handle
housing 84 to allow the reels 126, 128 to rotate about the
rotation axis 92 relative to the housing 84. Although it is
not shown in Fig. 7, it is to be appreciated that in use,

the proximal end of the pull wire 108 is partially wound
around the CW reel 126 and attached thereto using the
attachment screws 130a,b (see Fig. 11A). Similarly, it is
to be appreciated that the proximal end of the pull wire
110 will be partially wound around the CCW reel 128 and
attached thereto using the attachment screws 132a,b
(see Fig. 11A). As best seen in Fig. 11A, the screws
130a,b and 132a,b are each located at a radial distance
from the rotation axis 92. For the cryo-catheter 20, the
proximal end of sheath spring 116 is attached to a ferrule
134 which is then fixedly attached to the handle bottom
88. Similarly, the proximal end of sheath spring 118 is
attached to a ferrule 136 which is then fixedly attached
to the handle bottom 88. With this arrangement, the CW
reel 126 can be rotated clockwise about the rotation axis
92 to selectively pull the pull wire 108 and the CCW reel
128 can be rotated counter-clockwise about the rotation
axis 92 to selectively pull the pull wire 110.
[0036] As further shown in Fig. 7, the handle 28 in-
cludes a drive cog 138 having a drive wheel 140 that is
formed with a protruding cog 142. As shown, the drive
cog 138 is positioned in and attached to handle housing
84 for rotation about the rotation axis 92. Cross-referenc-
ing Figs. 7 and 11A, it can be seen that when the cog
142 is rotated in a clockwise rotation direction it engages
and rotates the CW reel 126 and when the cog 142 is
rotated in the counter-clockwise rotation direction it en-
gages and rotates the CCW reel 128. Fig. 7 further shows
that each reel 126, 128 and the drive wheel 140 are
stacked along the rotation axis 92 and positioned inside
the handle housing 84 opposite a user operable turn knob
144 that is positioned outside the handle housing 84. A
friction washer 146 is interposed between the handle bot-
tom 88 and the knob 144. A screw 147 is then used to
clamp the knob 144 toward the drive wheel 140 at a
preselected clamping pressure. As a consequence, the
friction washer 146 and the wall of the handle bottom 88
are sandwiched between the turn knob 144 and drive
wheel 140. With this structural arrangement, the user op-
erable turn knob 144 can be rotated to selectively retract
either pull wire 108, 110, while the friction washer 146
"locks" the knob 144 in place after a preselected rotation.
This allows the operator to release their hand from the
knob 144 while maintaining a preselected tip deflection.
[0037] Continuing with Fig. 7, it can be seen that the
drive cog 138 is formed with a spacer hub 148 to allow
the reels 126, 128 to rotate after clamping the drive wheel
140 to the knob 144. In addition, a washer 150 is inter-
posed between the reels 126, 128 and the hoop reel 90
to allow the hoop reel 90 to rotate independently of the
reels 126, 128. A flat 151 formed on the knob 144 en-
gages a corresponding flat (not shown) on the drive wheel
140 such that the knob 144 and drive wheel 140 rotate
together.
[0038] Operation of the bi-directional system for de-
flecting section 24 of the cryo-catheter 20 can best be
appreciated with reference to Figs. 11A-E. Beginning
with Fig. 11A, the system is shown with the section 24 in
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the undeflected or neutral state. In this state, there is no
applied tension to either pull wire 108, 110. As further
shown in Fig. 11A, in the neutral state, the cog 142 is
positioned between the CW reel 126 and CCW reel 128
with a gap between the cog 142 and reels 126, 128. Thus,
as best seen in Fig. 11B, the user operable knob 144
must be rotated through a small angle, θ1, before the cog
142 contacts and engages the CW reel 126. The func-
tionality of the gap will be described in greater detail be-
low.
[0039] Fig. 11C shows the cryo-catheter 20 after a ro-
tation of user operable knob 144 through an angle, θ2. It
can be seen by comparing Fig. 11C with Fig. 11B that
rotation of the knob 144 through an angle, θ2, causes the
knob 144 to engage the CW reel 126 and rotate the CW
reel 126 in a clockwise direction. This action, in turn, re-
tracts the pull wire 108 and deflects section 24 of the
cryo-catheter 20 in a first direction as indicated by arrow
152, as shown. The deflection of the section 24 pulls the
pull wire 110 distally, which in turn rotates the CCW reel
128 clockwise as shown. However, it can be seen from
Fig. 11C that a gap is still present between the cog 142
and the CCW reel 128.
[0040] Fig. 11D shows the cryo-catheter 20 after a ro-
tation of user operable knob 144 through an angle, θ3.
This action, in turn, causes a further rotation of the CW
reel 126 in a clockwise direction, further retracts the pull
wire 108 and deflects section 24 of the cryo-catheter 20
to a greater extent. The increased deflection of the sec-
tion 24 pulls the pull wire 110 distally, which in turn rotates
the CCW reel 128 clockwise as shown. However, the
initial gap (see Fig. 11A) is sized large enough so that
the clockwise rotation of the CCW reel 128, due to the
pull wire 110, does not cause the CCW reel 128 to engage
and rotate the cog 142.
[0041] Fig. 11E shows the cryo-catheter 20 after a ro-
tation of user operable knob 144 through an angle, θ4,
that is equal to approximately forty-five degrees. This ro-
tation of the knob 144 results in a deflection of the section
24 that is approximately equal to one hundred-eighty de-
grees, as shown. Fig. 11E further shows that a gap is
present between the cog 142 and the CCW reel 128.
From the above description, it is apparent that the CCW
reel 128 does not engage or apply a force on the cog 142
during a rotation of the knob 144 from the neutral position
(Fig. 11A) to the position shown in Fig. 11E. It follows
that when the knob 144 is rotated counter-clockwise from
the position shown in Fig. 11E to the neutral position (Fig
11A) that the cog 142 does not engage the CCW reel
128. Specifically, due to the gap between the cog 142
and reels 126, 128, the pull wire 110 is not pulled distally
by the CCW reel 128 as the tension in the pull wire 108
is released. This allows the section 24 to smoothly re-
cover from large deflections such as the large deflection
shown in Fig. 11E. Moreover, Fig. 11A shows that the bi-
directional system of the cryo-catheter 20 is functionally
symmetric and accordingly it can be expected that a
counter-clockwise rotation of the cog 142 will result in a

deflection of the section 24 in a direction opposite to arrow
152 shown in Fig. 11C.
[0042] The deflection of bi-directional section 22 can
also be appreciated with reference to Figs. 9C-9E and
Fig. 1. Beginning with Fig. 9C, the cryo-catheter 20 is
shown with the hoop section 22 and transition section
106 deflected and the bi-directional section 22 in a re-
laxed, undeflected state. Fig. 9D shows the cryo-catheter
20 after an initial retraction of the pull wire 108 (see also
Fig. 11D). As shown in Fig. 9E, further retraction of the
pull wire 108 results in a deflection of the section 24 that
is approximately equal to one hundred-eighty degrees,
in a first direction as indicated by arrow 152. Fig. 1 shows
the bi-directional section after the pull wire 108 has been
released and the pull wire 110 has been pulled distally
by the CCW reel 128. This transition from Fig. 11E to Fig.
1 is accomplished by moving the knob 144 counterclock-
wise approximately ninety degrees. Comparing Figs.
11A-E to Fig. 1, it can be seen that the bi-directional sec-
tion 24 in Fig. 1 has been deflected in a direction that is
opposite and coplanar to the direction of arrow 152.
[0043] Figs. 5 and 8 also show that the cryo-catheter
20 includes a refrigerant supply line having a supply tube
154 and a capillary tube 156, with the capillary tube 156
attached to the distal end of the supply tube 154. With
this combination, an extracorporeally located refrigerant
supply unit (not shown) can be activated to introduce a
regulated flow of refrigerant into the supply tube 154 for
subsequent flow through the capillary tube 156. From the
capillary tube 156, the refrigerant expands into the cryo-
tip 46 (Fig. 1), or if desired into the hoop section 22, or
both, absorbing heat as it expands. A return line is pro-
vided to exhaust expanded refrigerant. For the embodi-
ment shown, the return line is established in the volume
between the supply line and catheter body 26. Fig. 8 also
shows that thermocouple wires 158a,b are provided to
measure a cryo-tip 46 temperature. A pressure monitor-
ing line 160, which typically extends from the cryo-tip 46
to an extracorporeally located pressure gauge (not
shown) is provided to measure a pressure within the cryo-
tip 46.
[0044] In one application of the cryo-catheter 20, the
cryo-tip 46, hoop section 22 and bi-directional section 24
are introduced into the left atrium through an introducer
sheath (not shown) using a trans-septum approach.
Once in the left atrium, section 22 is deflected into a hoop
shape or partial hoop shape. Next, part or all of the de-
flected section 22 is placed into contact with target tissue
which is typically peripheral tissue surrounding an ostium
where a pulmonary vein connects with the left atrium.
Deflection of the bi-directional section 24 can be used to
achieve the desired contact between the hoop section
22 and the target tissue. Once adequate contact is made,
refrigerant is expanded in the cryo-tip 46, hoop section
22 (or both) until an adequate lesion has been created.
Sections 22, 24 of the cryo-catheter 20 can then be re-
configured to contact other targeted tissue or removed
from the vasculature to complete the procedure.
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[0045] While the particular Active System for Deflect-
ing a Distal Portion of a Catheter into a Hoop Configura-
tion as herein shown and disclosed in detail are fully ca-
pable of obtaining the objects and providing the advan-
tages herein before stated, it is to be understood that
they are merely illustrative of the presently preferred em-
bodiments of the invention and that no limitations are
intended to the details of construction or design herein
shown other than as described in the appended claims.

Claims

1. A system for deflecting a distal portion (22) of a cath-
eter into an at least partially hooped configuration,
said system comprising:

an elongated catheter body·(26) defining a lon-
gitudinal axis and having a proximal portion and
a distal portion, with the distal portion being
formed with a lumen;
a tube (34) disposed in said lumen and having
a wall (56) formed with a plurality of slits (60,
62), said tube wall (56) having an inner wall, said
tube being transformable between a first, re-
laxed configuration wherein said tube (34) is
substantially straight shaped and a second, de-
flected configuration wherein said tube is at least
partially hoop shaped,
wherein the catheter body (26) comprises a
cryo-tip (46) mounted at the distal end of the
tube (34), and wherein the catheter body (26)
further comprises a tubular supply line (154,
156) for introducing a regulated flow of refriger-
ant from a refrigerant supply unit into at least
one of the cryo-tip (46) or the at least partially
hooped configuration;
a deflection wire (76) having a distal end (78)
attached to said tube (34) and a proximal end;
a means (28, 90) operable on the proximal end
of said deflection wire (76) for moving said de-
flection wire axially to transform said tube (34)
from the first configuration to the second config-
uration and reshape the distal portion (22) of the
catheter; and
a guiding means for maintaining said deflection
wire (76) along said inner wall during a move-
ment of said deflection wire (76), the guiding
means comprising a plurality of indentations
(104);
wherein each indentation (104) is formed in said
tube wall (56) characterised in that, each in-
dentation extends from one slit (60c, 60d) of the
plurality of slits to an axially adjacent slit (60c,
60d) of the plurality of slits and each indentation
(104) forms a passageway for threading said de-
flection wire therethrough.

2. A system as recited in claim 1 wherein said tube (34)
is made of a metal.

3. A system as recited in claim 1 further comprising a
catheter handle (28) having a handle housing (84)
and wherein said moving means comprises a reel
(90) attached to said housing (84) for rotation relative
to said housing about a rotation axis (92), with said
proximal end of said deflection wire (76) attached to
said reel at a distance from said rotation axis.

4. A system as recited in claim 1 wherein said tube (34)
has a distal section (52) for deflection within a first
plane to establish a hoop and a proximal section (50)
for deflection in a second plane, said second plane
being non-coplanar with said first plane.

5. A system as recited in claim 4 wherein said tube (34)
defines a tube axis (58); said distal tube section (52)
is formed with a plurality of first slits (60) cut through
the tube wall in respective planes substantially per-
pendicular to the tube axis (58), with each first slit
(60) extending azimuthally in an arc partway around
the tube axis (58) from a first end to a second end
and defining a center midway therebetween, said
centers of said first slits (60) being aligned along a
first centerline substantially parallel-to the tube axis
(58); and said proximal tube section (50) is formed
with a plurality of second slits (64) cut through the
tube wall (56) in respective planes substantially per-
pendicular to the tube axis (58), with each second
slit (64) extending azimuthally in an arc partway
around the axis from a first end to a second end and
defining a center midway therebetween, and where-
in the respective centers of the second slits (64) are
aligned along a second centerline that is substan-
tially parallel to the tube axis (58) and azimuthally
displaced from the first centerline.

6. A system as recited in claim 5 wherein said second
centerline is azimuthally displaced from the first line
by approximately ninety degrees.

7. A system as recited in claim 1 wherein said catheter
further comprises a capillary tube (156) attached to
the distal end of said tubular supply line, wherein the
regulated flow of refrigerant into at least one of the
cryo-tip (46) or the substantially hooped configura-
tion passes through the capillary tube (156).

Patentansprüche

1. System zum Ablenken eines distalen Teils (22) eines
Katheters in eine zumindest teilweise Reifenkonfi-
guration, welches System aufweist:

einen länglichen Katheterkörper (26), der eine
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Längsachse definiert und einen proximalen Teil
und einen distalen Teil hat, wobei der distale
Teil mit einem Lumen gebildet ist;
ein Rohr (34), das in dem Lumen angeordnet ist
und eine Wand (56) hat, die mit mehreren Schlit-
zen (60, 62) gebildet ist, wobei die Rohrwand
(56) eine innere Wand hat und das Rohr zwi-
schen einer ersten, entspannten Konfiguration,
in der das Rohr (34) im Wesentlichen gerade
geformt ist, und einer zweiten, abgelenkten Kon-
figuration, in der das Rohr zumindest teilweise
reifenförmig ist, transformierbar ist,
wobei der Katheterkörper (26) eine Cryo-Spitze
(46) aufweist, die an dem distalen Ende des
Rohrs (34) befestigt ist, und wobei der Kathe-
terkörper (26) weiterhin eine rohrförmige Zufüh-
rungsleitung (154, 156) aufweist für die Zufüh-
rung einer regulierten Strömung von Kältemittel
von einer Kältemittel-Zuführungseinheit in zu-
mindest eine von der Cryo-Spitze (46) oder der
zumindest teilweisen Reifenkonfiguration;
ein Ablenkungsdraht (76) mit einem distalen En-
de (78), das an dem Rohr (34) angebracht ist,
und einem proximalen Ende;
ein Mittel (28, 90), durch das das proximale En-
de des Ablenkungsdrahts (76) betätigbar ist, um
den Ablenkungsdraht axial zu bewegen für die
Transformierung des Rohrs (34) von der ersten
Konfiguration zu der zweiten Konfiguration und
die Umformung des distalen Teils (22) des Ka-
theters; und
ein Führungsmittel zum Halten des Ablenkungs-
drahts (76) entlang der inneren Wand während
einer Bewegung des Ablenkungsdrahts (76),
wobei das Führungsmittel mehrere Vertiefun-
gen (104) aufweist;
wobei jede Vertiefung (104) in der Rohrwand
(56) gebildet ist,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass jede Vertie-
fung sich von einem Schlitze (60c, 60d) der meh-
reren Schlitze zu einem axial benachbarten
Schlitz (60c, 60d) der mehreren Schlitze er-
streckt und jede Vertiefung (104) einen Durch-
gang zum Fädeln des Ablenkungsdrahts hier-
durch bildet.

2. System nach Anspruch 1, bei dem das Rohr (34)
aus einem Metall besteht.

3. System nach Anspruch 1, weiterhin aufweisend ei-
nen Katheterhandgriff (28) mit einem Handgriffge-
häuse (84), wobei das Bewegungsmittel eine Haspel
(90) aufweist, die an dem Gehäuse (84) angebracht
ist für eine Drehung relativ zu dem Gehäuse um eine
Drehachse (92), und wobei das proximale Ende des
Ablenkungsdrahts (76) in einem Abstand von der
Drehachse an der Haspel angebracht ist.

4. System nach Anspruch 1, bei dem das Rohr (34)
einen distalen Abschnitt (52) für eine Ablenkung in-
nerhalb einer ersten Ebene, um einen Reifen zu bil-
den, und einen proximalen Abschnitt (50) für eine
Ablenkung in einer zweiten Ebene hat, wobei die
zweite Ebene nicht koplanar mit der ersten Ebene ist.

5. System nach Anspruch 4, bei dem das Rohr (34)
eine Rohrachse (58) definiert; der distale Rohrab-
schnitt (52) mit mehreren ersten Schlitzen (60) ge-
bildet ist, die durch die Rohrwand in jeweiligen Ebe-
nen im Wesentlichen senkrecht zu der Rohrachse
(58) geschnitten sind, wobei sich jeder erste Schlitz
(60) azimutal auf einem bogenförmigen Teilweg um
die Rohrachse (58) herum von einem ersten Ende
zu einem zweiten Ende erstreckt und eine Mitte in
der Mitte zwischen diesen definiert, und wobei die
jeweiligen Mitten der zweiten Schlitze (64) entlang
einer zweiten Mittellinie ausgerichtet sind, die im We-
sentlichen parallel zu der Rohrachse (58) und azi-
mutal von der ersten Mittellinie versetzt ist.

6. System nach Anspruch 5, bei dem die zweite Mittel-
linie azimutal von der ersten Linie um angenähert
neunzig Grad versetzt ist.

7. System nach Anspruch 1, bei dem der Katheter wei-
terhin ein Kapillarrohr (156) aufweist, das an dem
distalen Ende der rohrförmigen Zuführungsleitung
angebracht ist, wobei die geregelte Strömung von
Kältemittel in zumindest eine von der Cryo-Spitze
(46) oder der im Wesentlichen Reifenkonfiguration
durch das Kapillarrohr (156) hindurchgeht.

Revendications

1. Système pour dévier une partie distale (22) d’un ca-
théter selon une configuration au moins partielle-
ment annulaire, ledit système comprenant:

un corps de cathéter allongé (26) qui définit un
axe longitudinal et qui comporte une partie proxi-
male et une partie distale, la partie distale étant
formée de manière à ce qu’elle comporte une
lumière;
un tube (34) qui est disposé dans ladite lumière
et qui comporte une paroi (56) qui est formée
de manière à ce qu’elle comporte une pluralité
de fentes (60, 62), ladite paroi de tube (56) com-
portant une paroi interne, ledit tube pouvant être
transformé entre une première configuration re-
laxée dans laquelle ledit tube (34) est conformé
selon une forme sensiblement rectiligne et une
seconde configuration déviée dans laquelle ledit
tube est au moins partiellement conformé selon
une forme annulaire; dans lequel:
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le corps de cathéter (26) comprend une
pointe cryogénique (46) qui est montée au
niveau de l’extrémité distale du tube (34);
et dans lequel:

le corps de cathéter (26) comprend en
outre une ligne d’alimentation tubulaire
(154, 156) pour introduire un écoule-
ment de réfrigérant régulé depuis une
unité d’alimentation en réfrigérant à l’in-
térieur d’au moins une section consti-
tutive prise parmi la pointe cryogénique
(46) et la configuration au moins par-
tiellement annulaire;
un fil de déviation (76) qui comporte une
extrémité distale (78) qui est fixée audit
tube (34) et une extrémité proximale;
un moyen (28, 90) qui peut être opéra-
tionnel sur l’extrémité proximale dudit
fil de déviation (76) pour déplacer ledit
fil de déviation axialement de manière
à faire passer par transformation ledit
tube (34) de la première configuration
à la seconde configuration et de maniè-
re à conformer à nouveau la partie dis-
tale (22) du cathéter; et
un moyen de guidage pour maintenir
ledit fil de déviation (76) le long de ladite
paroi interne pendant un déplacement
dudit fil de déviation (76), le moyen de
guidage comprenant une pluralité d’in-
dentations (104); dans lequel:

chaque indentation (104) est for-
mée dans ladite paroi de tube (56);
caractérisé en ce que chaque in-
dentation s’étend depuis une fente
(60c, 60d) de la pluralité de fentes
jusqu’à une fente adjacente axia-
lement (60c, 60d) de la pluralité de
fentes et chaque indentation (104)
forme un passage qui permet d’en-
filer ledit fil de déviation au travers.

2. Système tel que revendiqué selon la revendication
1, dans lequel ledit tube (34) est réalisé en un métal.

3. Système tel que revendiqué selon la revendication
1, comprenant en outre un manche ou une poignée
de cathéter (28) qui comporte un logement de man-
che ou de poignée (84), et dans lequel ledit moyen
de déplacement comprend une bobine (90) qui est
fixée audit logement (84) de manière à ce qu’elle soit
entraînée en rotation par rapport audit logement
autour d’un axe de rotation (92), ladite extrémité
proximale dudit fil de déviation (76) étant fixée à la-
dite bobine à une certaine distance dudit axe de ro-
tation.

4. Système tel que revendiqué selon la revendication
1, dans lequel ledit tube (34) comporte une section
distale (52) pour la déviation à l’intérieur d’un premier
plan de manière à établir un cercle et une section
proximale (50) pour la déviation dans un second
plan, ledit second plan étant non coplanaire par rap-
port audit premier plan.

5. Système tel que revendiqué selon la revendication
4, dans lequel ledit tube (34) définit un axe de tube
(58) ; ladite section de tube distale (52) est formée
de manière à ce qu’elle comporte une pluralité de
premières fentes (60) qui sont découpées au travers
de la paroi de tube dans des plans respectifs qui sont
sensiblement perpendiculaires à l’axe de tube (58),
chaque première fente (60) s’étendant de façon azi-
mutale selon un arc en partie autour de l’axe de tube
(58) depuis une première extrémité jusqu’à une se-
conde extrémité et définissant un centre à mi-chemin
entre ces deux extrémités, lesdits centres desdites
premières fentes (60) étant alignés suivant une pre-
mière ligne centrale qui est sensiblement parallèle
à l’axe de tube (58) ; et ladite section de tube proxi-
male (50) est formée de manière à ce qu’elle com-
porte une pluralité de secondes fentes (64) qui sont
découpées au travers de la paroi de tube (56) dans
des plans respectifs qui sont sensiblement perpen-
diculaires à l’axe de tube (58), chaque seconde fente
(64) s’étendant de façon azimutale selon un arc en
partie autour de l’axe de tube depuis une première
extrémité jusqu’à une seconde extrémité et définis-
sant un centre à mi-chemin entre ces deux extrémi-
tés, et dans lequel les centres respectifs des secon-
des fentes (64) sont alignés suivant une seconde
ligne centrale qui est sensiblement parallèle à l’axe
de tube (58) et qui est déplacée de façon azimutale
par rapport à la première ligne centrale.

6. Système tel que revendiqué selon la revendication
5, dans lequel ladite seconde ligne centrale est dé-
placée de façon azimutale par rapport à la première
ligne d’approximativement quatre-vingt-dix degrés.

7. Système tel que revendiqué selon la revendication
1, dans lequel ledit cathéter comprend en outre un
tube capillaire (156) qui est fixé à l’extrémité distale
de ladite ligne d’alimentation tubulaire, dans lequel
l’écoulement de réfrigérant régulé à l’intérieur d’au
moins une section constitutive prise parmi la pointe
cryogénique (46) et la configuration sensiblement
annulaire passe au travers du tube capillaire (156).
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